
ICN-LLC 
(Link Layer Control for ICN)

Secure stacking of 

{CCNx, NDN, etc} x {LLC+sec} x {Ethernet, IP, UDP}  
or 

{CCNx, NDN, etc} x {LLC} x {Eth+MacSec, IP+IPsec, UDP+DTLS}  
 

Chris Wood, Christian Tschudin



(12 slides to give an overview)



Context
• Informal discussions among small group of people from PARC, 

Cisco, Huawei and U Basel (=technical working group),  
including OA, MM, DO, RR, GS, IS, MS, JT, CT, CW, … 
—> there was no “vote” or “we all agree”, just thoughts  
A biased draft exists: draft-tschudin-icnrg-llc-00.txt 

• Desire to formalize face-face setup 
Presumes “magic first light” (see NDNcomm breakout on  
“ICN over UDP” and the following “CCN over UDP”  
presentation). There is no ambition for total self-config.
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Goals
1. Create an encrypted channel (link) over unicast datagrams 

2. Exchange ICN protocol traffic over this encrypted channel 

3. Enable link control over (and of) the encrypted channel

Tasks (of a LLC draft):  
- specify where/how “security is provided”  
- describe “negotiation protocol” (get+set actions)  
- distinguish “production traffic” from “negotiation”  
- clarify fragmentation as part of the LLC service



Design Space

1. CCNx over UDP

Specific General

2. CCNx over IP

n. NDN over UDP
n+1. NDN over IP

NDNLPv2: NDN  
over Layer N

{CCNx1, CCNx2, NDN, …} 
x ICN-LLC  

x {UDP, IP, eth, …}

Does “specific” mean easier/sooner to have? 
Does “general” mean better ROI?



Three aspects of LLC design
Ongoing discussions/studies:  

A. Where to add security? 
- Use existing solutions tied to a specific datagram transport  
  (=“outer security”, up to  N techniques for N transports), or 
- Adopt a single solution, to be used inside LLC 

B. Is LLC sitting beside or under the ICN protocol?  
- Use existing demux  
  (proto-field in fixed CCNx hdr, type of outermost TLV in NDN), or 
- Offer LLC pipes (virtual links) on demand 

C.  How does negotiation work?  
Negotiation through remote get and set actions (no haggling)



The Landscape
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Comparing stack 2 and 3: 
- different: security as “outer context” or inside LLC, demux 
- common: “link msgs” for LLC negotiation
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A.1) “Outer Security”: Security Associations 
Extensions for various Datagram Transports

Layer Datagram Transport Security Extension

4 UDP DTLS, QUIC

3 IP IPSec

2 Ethernet MacSec

see Chris Wood’s writeup for a Secure-PPP



A.2) “inner security”
• on hold … 
 
because: reusing existing link_technology
+sec_protocol bundles (A.1) makes much more 
sense (although this introduces restrictions e.g. no 
multicast in the UDP case)



B) Demux 
Should ICN-LLC support multiple suites? 

1. Virtual links (pipe) 
- start with default LLC pipe  
- discover which (ICN) src exists at remote end  
- add pipe(s) on demand 
—> LLC sits under the ICN protocol(s) 

2. Hardwired 
- only CCNx (or NDN) msgs 
plus new LLC msg type —> LLC sits beside



C.1) Negotiation
How to ship the control protocol:  
- inside “bare messages”, or 
- new “LLC msgs”? 

• Inside ICN messages:  
- the old way (CCNx 0.*, NDN) 
- /local prefix, parameters in name components 
- bound to a specific ICN suite 

• LLC-specific messages:  
- explicit “mini RPC” instead of Interest/Data 
- potentially suite-agnostic (hmm: NDNLP vs fixed hdr)
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Acknowledges that interest/data for LLC is in fact doing 
remote procedure calls: 
  - get(/name, credentials) —> VALUE/fails 
  - set(/name, val, credentials) —> OK/fails 

Mini RPC needs a TLV, but simpler than NDN/CCNx TLV: 
  - list of things (list or atom) 
  - atom (we could get away with strings) 
No growing list of types to be maintained: use names. 

Existing previous work: Rivest’s “Symbolic Expressions”, 1998 
see  http://people.csail.mit.edu/rivest/Sexp.txt

C.2) Mini RPC

http://people.csail.mit.edu/rivest/Sexp.txt


Summary
• Common interest in  

“secure-ICN-interconnect-out-of-the-box” 

• Link Layer Control is one element of the puzzle 

• Three major design decisions under discussion:  
A - Where to add security? 
B - Is LLC sitting beside or under the ICN protocol?  
C - How does negotiation work? 

• Evolving draft (Obaid, Tschudin, Wood)


